Please help Americans people in Newark New Jersey from the Newark New Jersey Cops and drugs dealer family members from human trafficking. Have someone go into Horizon Blue Cross New Jersey company in Newark New Jersey women having sex for they job. Fairview Home Village in Newark New Jersey on Hunterdon Street. RPM building in New Jersey. Jersey City New Jersey Cherry Lounge. Newark New Jersey apartments building all in the Downtown area. Women are being drugs up in they apt and rape. The drugs that being used is a date rape drugs that either put in your food, drink, or inject in a person. This drugs is used for several different things such as to take a person body out the house in a garage bag for identify theft, to New York City to building for human trafficking, or in house gangs activities to hurt Americans people into bad behavior. The corrupted Cops will only be in another police Department for cover up human trafficking or drugs that they used on Americans people. For a fact, I was and still being a victim of human trafficking and drugs by them. I can't have a jobs without them coming into my job getting me fired by harassing me. I can't live in any of my apartment without them harassing me. Where ever I see them I will continue to report they crimes.

These men follow you around everywhere you go they be with Newark New Jersey tops ad drug dealers family members and they are following me around also they put cameras inside of people houses watch them take showers watch them get dressed then apartment underneath the person yell out the window of the clothes they wear also they follow him into his clothes and stores they are like possessive over the person not only do they do human sex trafficking with a person but they also do I Diddy def so in neighborhoods with people are deceased they take they social security number change it around take day name and change it around most likely to do marriage.